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 One may argue that following strictly the history of 

science in  introductory classes demonstrates the 

scientific process of inquiry. 

 Showing the essence of science as an open process 

of inquiry   can also be done by integrating ongoing  

cutting-edge research into the curriculum. 



From	  Comets	  to	  Interdisciplinary	  

Science	  (21st	  Century	  Research)	  …	  



Hyakutake	   Hale-Bopp	  

Diversity in the World of Comets?

•   Comets are fossils from the Early solar system …

•   Comets are different from each other …

•   Spectroscopy  reveals differences in composition … 

ion tail
ion tail

dust taildust tail ???



The Cometary Nucleus …

--- made of ice  (mainly water)
and dust (silicate and carbonaceous)

Volatiles (ices):
Water

Carbon monoxide, Carbon dioxide
Prebiotic molecules

Alcohols …

Nucleus of Comet 1P/Halley

Image from “Giotto” Spacecraft

CH4 

HCN H2CO 



The icy nucleus of 1P/Halley   
(15 km long) 

The ion tail (3 million km long) 

The gaseous coma  
(~10,000 – 100,000 km) 

 C/2002 T7 (Linear) 

Sizes 

The dust tail 



Cometary Activity …











Comet Harltey-2

Credit: U. of Maryland / NASA



file:///Users/bbonev/
Downloads/
Rosetta_activity_22_N
ovember_2014 

Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko 



Comets are “relics”, “fossils”, …, ancient artifacts !

Astronomers "! comets in a similar way:

(a)    historian examines ancient documents, to learn 
something the past of humans …
(b)    a geologist examines old rocks to learn about earlier 
stages of Earth as a planet …
(c)    a biologist examines fossils of ancient bacteria to learn 
about how and when life emerged on our planet …
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A Roadmap to Integrate the Sciences … 
#   Astronomy is about Evolution …

- “Big bang” … expansion of the Universe
- “birth”, “life”, “death” of stars …
-   origins of solar systems …

#  Biology is about Life (as we know it) …
-  requires presence of water and prebiotic organic matter …

#  Comets
- made of ice and dust
-  formed early in the history of the Solar system
-  may contain material made even before the birth of the solar system 
-  might have delivered the building blocks of Life to early Earth 
(a hypothesis being tested)

#  Comets observed Today contain a “fossil record” 
    for the conditions in the Early solar system. 

-  We use Physics and Chemistry to “decode” this record ! 
Spectroscopy as a probe of composition …



Why is the Earth WET ? 

How did life develop on our 
planet? 

What events in the early 
history of Earth enabled the 

emergence of life?  



Most of the water 
contained in the 
terrestrial ocean and 
most carbon contained in 
living organisms on our 
planet were delivered by 
intense cometary 
bombardment within the 
first billion years of 
Earth’s history …  

Hypotheses for the Cometary Origin of the Biosphere

http://www.space-art.co.uk/
A. Delsemme – “Our Cosmic Origins”



Cometary Bombardment  on Early Earth ??? 

•  Did intense cometary 
bombardment occur? 
•  Was it one of the precursor events 
leading for Life? 

#  Testing a complex hypothesis 
requires: 

(a) Multiple lines of evidence: 
from astronomy, physics, 
chemistry, biology … 

(b) Agreement between 
different lines of evidence 
(i.e. putting pieces together)  

http://www.space-art.co.uk/ 



Searching for the precursors 
of Life requires integrating 
the Sciences in real research 
and in course curriculum … 



Closing in on a time frame for the origin  
of life on Earth 

3.5 4.0 4.5 3.0 

fossil record for life  
Solar system formation 
Cooling of the young Earth 
Formation of the Moon 

The age of the Earth (billions of years ago)  

?
Emergence of Life Astronomy Biology 
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This	  Research	  is	  Successfully	  Implemented	  in	  Four	  University	  Courses:	  

“Comets,	  Origins,	  and	  Life:	  Interdisciplinary	  Science	  in	  the	  Secondary	  Classroom”	  
	   	  ASTRONOMY	  !	  Integrated	  Science	  

“Introductory	  Physics	  with	  Photons,	  Currents,	  and	  Relativity”	  
	   	  PHYSIC	  !	  Integrated	  Science	  

Audience:	  Science	  Teachers;	  3	  credits	  for	  professional	  development,	  certiPication,	  and	  
re-‐certiPication.	  

“General	  Astronomy	  –	  I”	  and	  “Understanding	  Physics”	  (in	  progress)	  
Audience:	  undergraduate	  students	  of	  various	  majors;	  4	  General	  Ed.	  credits	  

Curriculum	  structure:	  

1) Build	  the	  “cometary	  origins”	  hypothesis	  …	  
2) Test	  the	  hypothesis,	  including	  against	  alternatives.	  

Emphasis	  of	  TESTING,	  not	  PROVING!	  



This	  course	  exempliPies	  what	  is	  good	  about	  science	  

education:	  it	  is	  science	  as	  inquiry	  in	  its	  truest	  form,	  as	  

we	  were	  presented	  with	  a	  hypothesis,	  then	  given	  the	  

tool	  (content/experimental	  results)	  necessary	  to	  test	  

the	  hypothesis,	  using	  our	  understanding	  of	  different	  

disciplines	  of	  science	  (astronomy,	  physics,	  chemistry,	  

and	  biology)	  –	  which	  were	  inseparable	  if	  we	  were	  to	  

truly	  test	  the	  hypothesis!	  

Representative	  Evaluations	  



I	  learned	  how	  to	  teach	  a	  process	  rather	  than	  

facts	  …	  

Representative	  Evaluations	  



Course	  material	  Pits	  into	  
a	  larger	  context	  –	  how	  it	  
relates	  to	  other	  topics	  
both	  in	  this	  discipline	  
and	  beyond	  this	  
discipline	  …	  

The	  course	  enhanced	  my	  
perception	  of	  the	  
physical	  world	  and	  my	  
place	  in	  it	  …	  

N = 26 (~ 40%) 

N = 26 (13 responses [40% class size] in each of the two semesters this course version was 
offered) 



Evidence from Astronomy … 

The W. M. Keck Observatory, Mauna Kea, Hawaii



The Summit of Mauna Kea 
(about 14,000 ft.) 

Big Island, Hawaii 

Photo by Robert Novak 



Keck 1 and Keck 2

Normal preparation for observing …



Instrument with " 
photon detector



With an UMSL Student in the Control Room of NASA Infrared 
Telescope Facility



Pololu valley
(relax after observing)



Photo by Ron Vervack

With an UMSL student after observing …



Intro	  Astronomy	  

Students	  can	  

successfully	  plan	  real	  

observations,	  using	  

their	  knowledge	  of	  

positional	  astronomy	  …	  



Comet C/2004 Q2 (Machholz) - Image

Credit: Panther Observatory, Austria



Comet C/2004 Q2 (Machholz) - Image

Spectrum



Same Comet: Spectrum
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Wavelength (λ) increases this way !
" Frequency (ν) increases the opposite way

" Photon energy
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 !

Wavelength (λ) increases this way !
" Frequency (ν) increases the opposite way

Can be messy ….



Cometary Diversity…



Hyakutake	   Hale-‐Bopp	  

Diversity in Appearance: TAILS

F6/Lemmon	   L4/Pan-STARRS	  



Oort Cloud 
1P/Halley 
(Giotto) 

Kuiper disk 
19P/Borrelly 

(DS-1) 

Kuiper disk 
81P/Wild-2 
(Stardust) 

Kuiper disk 
9P/Tempel-1 

(Deep Impact)

16sep2005md

Diversity in Appearance: NUCLEUS





Spectroscopy Reveals Diversity in Composition 



Spectroscopy Reveals Diversity in Composition 



How do we Compare 
Earth water to 

cometary water ?

Was the terrestrial 
ocean once in the 
form of cometary 

ice ??



?? ?

Compare Earth water with 
cometary water?



Isotopes of hydrogen

Deuterium = D Tritium

Normal Water = H2O Heavy Water = HDO



heavy
normal

Two forms of water



Spectroscopy comes to the rescue!

Credit: Herschel Space Observatory - ESA



Delivery of water 
(possibilities):

•   comets?

•   asteroids (also 
contain some water)??

•   meteorites (contain 
a bit of water, but 
many fall on early 
Earth)??

•  ???

Delivery of organics: 

•  meteorities  ? 
•  microscopic cometary 
dust ?? 
•  asteroids ??? 

Are these lists of possibilities complete ?? 

All subject of active research! 
Stay tuned ☺  



Contribution	  from	  comets	  	  
(current	  status)	  

•  likely contributed to delivering water 
(weight of contribution – major or minor 
– is unknown) 

•  microscopic dust pieces (from 
cometary tails) might be a viable 
candidate for major delivery of pre-
biotic organic matter … 




